
Licensing Manager|The Path Entertainment Group

Who we are:

The Path Entertainment Group is dedicated to creating world-class experiences. We achieve this by:
Bringing first class live experience and production makers with world-class renowned brands and IP
to create dynamic and enthralling location-based entertainment. The Path Entertainment Group has
a strong desire to disrupt and find a strong audience base for popular culture led experiences. We
are a company with people and rich skills in producing, creative development, venue, space
management and design, marketing, press and comms all under one roof.

UK made – internationally focused, catering for the worldwide market.

We are not an immersive production house, nor tied to the linear rules of promenade or
walk-through theatre. The primary aspect of our experiences that bands them together is they are
always participatory, based on existing characters or trademarks and have gameplay built into the
fabric of the experience, materially affecting the narrative through line and conclusion for the
participant.



Job Title: Licensing Manager

Reports to: Director of Content (or similar role of seniority)

Responsible for: N/A

Place of Work: The Path Entertainment | Head Office

Hours of work: 40 hours a week, including some weekends

Additional Hours: To be agreed in advance including attending meetings, rehearsals,

conferences, seminars, overseas travel and show watches

Pension: Company Pension Scheme available

We are seeking a highly experienced licensing Manager, to provide exceptional attention to detail to
ensure all licensing matters are seamlessly negotiated, drawn up and managed across all shows,
productions and attractions.

Monopoly Lifesized is the debut attraction from major new experience-led business The Path
Entertainment Group and marks the beginning of a strategic relationship between Hasbro and The
Path Entertainment Group on major IP and debuting new attractions in London for worldwide rollout.

Saw is the second strategic IP relationship, this time with Lionsgate, an immersive attraction that
opened in October 2022 with many more venues and attractions coming in the future.

Overview:

The licensing Manager will be responsible for licensing sales across certain categories and brands from
within the Gamepath portfolio. This will include developing (together with the Director of content)
licensing sales strategies and responsibility for delivering the goals identified as part of these strategies.
Sales responsibility will include the sales process from initial brand strategy to identifying and pitching
to potential clients, concluding the deal whilst negotiating the best possible commercial terms for each
license and working with the Finance team on finalising each agreement.



Scope of role:

● Identify future license requirements and research as needed.

● Ensure all in-progress license negations are aligned to opening dates and requirements
respecting budget requirements.

● Work with the Creative and Sales and Marketing team to ensure appropriately worded and
visual PR releases are created and have sign-off with IP partner as required.

● Build key relations with all IP partners.

● Document processes and costs and make available reports and updates as required.

● Create a metric for success and realignment (if needed)

● Have visibility within the industry, being aware of trends and progressions by attending
appropriate industry trade events.

Key Responsibilities:

● Working with the Director of Content in planning the LBE roll-out schedule for each brand by

year, identifying the target licensees and respective timings for the production team.

● Working with the Director of Content on setting budgets by brand and territory.

● Develop sales materials and brand plans, for licensing sales with up to date brand decks for

Gamepath and the bespoke decks for agents, investors and licensees.

● Negotiating the deal terms to achieve the agreed category and budgetary targets.

● Working with the Director of Content on negotiating the deal memos and the execution of the

final contract with the IP owners and licensees.

● Managing and supplying licensees with regular updates and IP owners.

● Building and maintaining databases of contacts, managing relationships and creating a lead
generation system for prospecting new ones.

● Converts on deals with the CEO and Director of Content
● Working with CEO and Director of Content on a feasible license pipeline for business planning.
● Assisting licensees in their launches.

● Provide key licensing deal information to in-house colleagues and external agents, IP owners,

investors and creatives.

● Work with the UK production/creative and marketing teams to ensure all productions are

created with international licensing requirements from the outset.

● Generate quarterly reports for IP owners and investors.

● Ensures the business is achieving yield and market share and understands how this is generated.

● Ensures Hasbro/Lionsgate and other IP agreements are aligned and complimentary. Monitors

where cost needs to be added, logistics proposed and resource from the licensee when needed.



● Facilitate brand showcase days for key properties.

● Work closely with the approval team, marketing, designers to identify new brand licensing

opportunities.

● Identifying the international territories where an international licensee can be appointed to

manage a specific brand. Manage the respective licensees.

● Work with the in house and external PR teams to ensure trade and consumer press releases are

timely.

● Work closely with the Director of Content to determine annual brand plans, that ensure the

roll-out schedule remains aligned with the overall brand objectives.

● Attend key industry trade events such as BLE, IAAPA, and Licensing Expos to ensure all content is

ready for press announcements and external business messaging.

● Monitor follow-through to ensure success from licensee design to execution.

● Work with the Global Brand Development Manager to ensure style guides, designs, and

marketing are all approved and ready for international licensees.

Skills, Knowledge & Experience

Experience in negotiating the commercial aspects of licensing agreements both domestically and

internationally.

Excellent negotiation and selling skills

Confidence to challenge key stakeholders

Demonstrable high organisational skills and self-disciplined working practices.

Strong communication and interpersonal skills- professional and positive communication, both

internally and externally.

Flexibility and Adaptability

B2B sales and presentation skills at a high-level

Brand and creative experience

Significant reputable and demonstrable licensing experience and approval knowledge.

The role of Licensing Manager requires an adept ability to oversee a number of projects simultaneously,
in varying stages of development from feasibility to realisation. You will be passionate, direct and
ambitious and will cope with challenging situations calmly and clearly.



Health and Safety:

● Proactively support the Company’s health and safety agenda.

● Ensure all team members are aware of their Health and Safety responsibilities as required by
the company Health and Safety Policy, monitor compliance with procedural requirements.

● To be aware of and comply with safe working practices as laid down under the Health and Safety
policy as applicable to your place of work, including awareness of any specific hazards in your
Workplace.

● Ensuring the wearing of appropriate protective clothing provided by or recommended by the
Company will be obligatory and ensure this is applied across all departments where applicable.

● Report any defects in the building, plant or equipment according to company procedures.

● Ensure that any accidents to team members, customers or visitors are reported immediately in
accordance with correct procedures and ensure awareness of these procedures across the
company.

● Attend Statutory Fire and any relevant Health and Safety training, be fully conversant with and
abide by all rules concerning Fire and Health and Safety. Be vigilant in ensuring this is managed
effectively across the operation.

● To be fully conversant with all Risk Assessments for your departments, COSHH Regulations, Fire
and Bomb Procedures and ensure team are up to date and proactively manage their
responsibilities in these areas.



Equal Opportunities

The Path Entertainment Group will not discriminate on the basis of sex, race, marital status, disability,
age, part-time or fixed-term contract status, sexual orientation or religion in the engagement of
personnel.

Confidentiality

Whilst working for the Company there will be access to a wide variety of confidential information
concerning the Company, Customers and Team members. It is vital that all such information remains
confidential and must not be disclosed to anyone outside the Company unless otherwise stated.
Please refer to the Handbook for full policy details.

Any other information

This job description is intended to illustrate the main duties and responsibilities of the job. It is not to be
regarded as exhaustive. Other tasks and responsibilities of a broadly comparable nature mayb added on
a temporary or permanent basis, as appropriate for the expansion of the business.

I have read, understood and agreed this job description of: Licensing Manager:

Signed : ___________________________

Print Name : ___________________________

Date : ___________________________


